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SUM 1ARY+

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection involved 23 inspector-hours on site
1n the -areas' of radiation control, environmental protection, transportation and7

, . inspector follow-up items.

Results: Four violations were identified Failure to perform an adequate-
~

survey, failure to properly transport licensed material, failure- to adhere to
radiation control procedures and failure to post a radioactive materials storage
area. A deviation for failure to maintain records was also identified.
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REPORT DETAILS
i

'

1. -Licensee ~ Employees Contacted

R. U. Mulder, Reactor Facility Director>

P. E. Benneche, Research Engireer, SRO.
, _ JJ. R. Gilchrist, Radiation Safety Specialist

;J.'E.-Henderson, Reactor Facility Health Physicist,

J. P. Farrar, Reactor Facility Supervisor,

| 'R. O. Allen, Chairman, Radiation Safety Committee
A.' Turley, Reactor Facility Health Physics Technician4

p 8. Copcutt, University of Virginia Radiation Safety Officer
V

L2. Exit Interview'

.The inspection scope. and findings were summarized on October 3,1984, with'

those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The following issues were
:discussedLin detail: an apparent violation for an excessive radiation level

;
_ ; discovered by the. inspector outside the confinement building (paragraph-

.

:3.a); an . apparent violation for failure to comply 'with DOT shipoing
requirements (paragraph 4); an. apparent violation for failure to adbere to

Lradiation control procedures (paragraph 3.b and 5.-b); an apparent violation,

.for - failure to post a radioactive material area -(paragraph 3.f); and an
~

i

apparent; deviation for failure Eto maintain records (paragraph .3.h). - The
! licensee acknowledged,the inspection findings and took no exceptions.

,

3.. Radiation Control (83743)
,

a. 10 CFRL20.201.b requires that the licensee perform such surveys as may
be necessary and are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the

,

; ' extent of radiation hazards that may be present.
'

The: inspector reviewed the following -records =of -licensee surveys. for
the periods' indicated:

; Daily Contamination Survey, June 1.through September 28, 1984
.

,

i ^ Weekly Contamination and Radiation Survey, July 5 through
September 19,--1984

Monthly Contamination'and Radiation Survey,' January 3'through-
Y

. LAugust 22,(1984
.

LThe . inspector ' observed that numerous ' survey records were : completed in
pencil 1and that measurements appeared to ' have' been taken' in the same
-location for 'each survey. ? Licensee representatives stated that theyi

~

would ensure that the records were completed in~ ink in the future.
,

. They' verified that.the same' locations had-been checked for each survey.
u;

~

The inspector accompanied the facility health physics technician'on a'

E weekly radiation 'and -contamination survey. The inspector performed
(: . -independent. radiation and smear' surveys' after the -licensee technician

.had completed his measurements. No significant differences between the;.

licensee and inspector smear results were noted.p t
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I -- While performing the radiation survey outside the east wall of the
facility confinement building, the inspector noted an increase in
radiation levels. The licensee technician had not noted any abnormal
radiation levels in the area. Upon further evaluation, the inspector
identified a hot spot on the outside wall of 39.3 millirem per hour at
contact and 5.6 millirem per hour at eighteen inches. Licensee
management was notified and they promptly investigated the cause of the
excessive radiation level. A pipe sunken in the concrete reactor room
~ floor next to the inside wall was identified which contained an
. irradiated experiment. The licensee removed the experiment to another
storage area and verified by survey that the radiation field was no
longer present outside the building. The inspector verified theL

. survey. The licensee determined that the experiment had been at the
. storage location next to the wall for approximately three weeks. The,

licensee's routine weekly surveys had failed to identify the radiation
level outside the building. The inspector informed the licensee that

'

the radiation level was in excess of that permitted in an unrestricted
: ' area by 10 -CFR 20.105.b and would therefore be considered an apparent
' violation of 10 CFR '20.201.b since their surveys were not adequate to
,

. detect this' excessive radiation level (50-62/84-01-01).-

o
b. . Technical Specification 6.3 requires that radiation control procedures

be maintained.,

'

On a ' tour of the facility, the inspector observed work in the reactor,

room. The area was a posted contamination control area and workers1"

were dressed in shoe covers and gloves. -The inspector observed a-

licensee employee remove a' cover plate on the bridge and then lay on .

his . stomach to work.on the control rod drive mechanisms through the
opening. The contamination levels in the vicinity of the opening were
not determined. . Licensee- procedure UVAR SOP 10.11.C.2.a . requires that*

_

personnel - .in .a controlled. area shall wear appropriate protective.
t clothing. . The inspector informed the' licensee that shoe covers - and

gloves | were L not adequate for this. work and would therefore be,

considered 'an apparent violation of ' Technical Specification 6.3
, :(50-62/84-01-03).
V .

L'
'

The inspector: ob' served that several persons in the same ~ work area
; ' stepped = across Ethe controlled area boundary ; and wa.1ked about the

,

E reactor room;while still wearing their protective clothing. Upon
h

- completing the job,.. none of the licensee employees surveyed themselves
~

H for contamination at the control area exiti. Licensee procedure UVAR -
_

i S0P .10.11.C.2.b requires that ' personnel - survey themselves at the- exit'
of controlled areas. The inspector informed the licensee-this would be

Econsidered a second example of an apparent violation of Technicalo
' Specification 6.3 (50-62/84-01-03).

E'

c. 10 CFR 20.202 requires that appropriate personnel monitoring devices be
worn,by personnel likely to receive exposures in excess of.25 percent<-

'

of the limits in 10'CFR 20.101 or who enter a high radiation area.

I1
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During tours of the facility, the inspector observed personnel
monitoring devices being worn. By examination of selected records and
discussions with licensee representatives the inspector determined that
appropriate monitoring devices had been worn by licensee employees and
visitors.

d. 10 CFR 20.101 states the quarterly radiation exposure limits to the
. whole body, skin of the whole body and extremities.

-The inspector verified by examination of selected records and
discussions with licensee representatives that exposures were being
maintained well below the applicable limit.

e. 10 CFR 19.12 requires that each employee who works in or frequents the
licensee restricted area be given instruction in radiation protection,

and emergency response commensurate with their duties and potential
5 hazard.
U

The inspector reviewed the radiation worker course outline and lesson
- -plan. Selected records of personnel training were also reviewed.

;. f. 10 CFR 20.203 states the requirements for posting radiation areas, high
radiation areas and radioactive materials areas.

While touring - the facility, the inspector noted that the vault,

. . containing the 5000 ' gallon radioactive waste holding tank .on the -
; outside of the building was not posted as a radioactive materials area.
: - The vault had an access cover which a licensee -representative stated
i was normally maintained locked. The inspector observed ' the cover

. unlocked during the inspection and that the tank was filled to
-

capacity. Upon reviewing- the radiochemistry analysis .of the most
recent tank water samples, ' the inspector determined a quantity of -

i ' licensed material in excess of ten times 10 CFR 20, Appendix C
quantities were present in the tank. The' inspector informed the,.

E licensee that failure to post the ' holding tank as a radioactive
materials area would ' be considered an apparent violation of 10 CFR
20.203.e.(50-62/84-01-04).

,. 'g. The . inspector reviewed selected records of the calibration of-

|. licensee's: portable survey instruments, air effluent monitors and area
! radiation monitors. Records of pocket dosimeter leak checks were also

~ reviewed..

| h. The inspector. observed that the licensee laboratory fume hoods had
[ position indicators and a dated label indicating the window position

~ hich would ensure 100 linear feet per minute of air flow into thewL

: hood. The. inspector observed that the labels indicated that the window
[ positions had..been determined within the last three months.

The: licensee committed in a letter to Region II on December 14, 1978,
in- response to Violation 50-62/78-02-01, that the flow rate
measurements would be performed on a quarterly basis and that records

-of the measurements would be maintained. The inspector-asked to see

L
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' the records of previous measurements. A licensee representative stated
that no such records were maintained. The inspector informed the
licensee that failure to maintain records of measurements would be
considered a deviation from a written commitment made to the NRC
(50-62/84-01-05).

4.- . Transportation'(86740)

10 CFR 71.5 requires that each licensee who transports licensed material
outside of the confines of its plant or other place of use shall comply with
the applicable requirements of the regulations of DOT in 49 CFR, Parts 170
through 189.

The inspector determined that two categories of licensed material were
transferred from the facility. Irradiated experiments were transferred to
the Chemistry Building on the University campus. Low level radioactive
waste was transferred to a central consolidation and repackaging area also
on the University campus. Both categories of material were transported on
roads accessible to the public.

The inspector reviewed records of the shipments performed for irradiated
. experiments. The inspector noted that the manifests for these shipments did
not contain all of the information required of a manifest in 49 CFR 172.202;
specifically the proper shipping name, hazard class, UN number and quantity.,

The inspector informed the licensee that failure to properly prepare the
shipping manifests would be considered an apparent violation of 10 CFR 71.5
(50-62/84-01-02).

The inspector noted that several of the transferred experiments were labeled
-with DOT; Yellow Label III. The manifests for these~ shipments indicated that.

no . placards had been -affixed to the transport vehicle. 49 CFR 172.504
requires that vehicles transporting Yellow Label III radioactive material be
placarded. - The inspector ' informed the licensee that failure to placard
these vehicles would be considered a second example of an apparent violation
of 10 CFR 71.5'(50-62/84-01-02).

'

'

LA-licensee representative stated that drums containing low level radioactive
: waste were transferred in a university owned vehicle- to.a central ~ area on

,

- the cacpus where the waste. had been consolidated with that generated from-.

.other' university areas and repackaged.- A contractor transfered the waste to

. a disposal site. A licensee representative stated that'the wastes are not
transported in ' accordance with the DOT requirements. in 49 CFR. TheF

inspector informed the licensee that failure to. comply with 49 CFR
requirements for the waste drums would be considered a third example of an
apparent violation of 10 CFR 71.5 (50-62/84-01-02).

5~- Environmental Protection'(80745).

= a.s Technical Specification 3.4.1 states' that when either of- the-neutron
beam ports is drained, the exhaust ventilation blowers and the Ar-41
monitor shall be operational.

.
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The inspector verified the above stated requirements were being met.
Approximately a year prior to the inspection, the licensee had made a
change. in the operation of one of the two beam ports to provide a tank,

to accumulate and reuse the drained water to reduce liquid effluent
releases and to place a helium atmosphere in the beam port void to
minimize Ar-41 production. The-licensee had maintained a record of the
change in the facility and had performed a safety review. A licensee

: representative stated that the ventilation and Ar-41 monitor were
I maintained operable even though with the change in the facility they
j. - were not necessary since the beam port was now a closed system and

Ar-41 was not being released from that area. The licensee stated that.

.they did not want-to request a technical specification change since the
j second beam port had not been modified even though it was not in use.
,

b. -Technical Specification 3.4.2 requires that the activity of liquids
released beyond the site boundary shall not exceed 10 C;. 20 limits.

~ The inspector reviewed the records of radioactive liquid holding pond
;. . releases for calendar year 1984. The year to date average water

activity was 5 X 10 s microcuries per milliliter with 1 X 10 7,
'~

microcuries- per milliliter being the limit. A total of 2003.1
,

microcuries had been released. "
,

Licensee procedure UVAR 10.5.B.2.C requires that if the average
activity' concentration of the pond pre-release samples is above 3;X

'

10 s microcuries per milliliter, additional analysis shall be conducted J

to - insure that the criteria of 10 CFR. 20, Appendix B or Note to
Appendix B are satisfied. The inspector noted the average activity of,4

i three ' pond pre-release samples for discharge 84-46 was 2.4 X 10 7 '

microcuries per milliliter, yet no additional samples had been obtained;

prior to the' release. A licensee ~ representative stated that - the
procedural ~ action point 'had _been overlooked since 'that situation'had'

.not been.previously-encountered. The inspector informed the . licensee
that failure to obtain additional samples would be considered a failure<

t'o adhere to procedures and' therefore a third example of an apparent'

violation of Technical Specification 6.3 (50-62/84-01-03).

6. Inspector Follow-up Items

-(Closed) ~78-BU-01. Neutron monitoring practices. The inspector determined
by . review 'of selected records and discussions with licensee representatives
that applicable regulatory requirements'were~being met.

L(Closed)- 78-02-08~ Film badge spiking program. The inspector determined-

;that the vendor supplyingf the monitoring devices used by the licensee was. ,,

, participating in 'an accreditation' program and that supplementary action by'

.

' the ' licensee would not be necessary.g;

L(Closed) 78-02-09 Air flow balance in the reactor room. The inspector.
reviewed a study performed by the licensee and determined that air flow'into

,

.the reactor room and out the confinement vent met or exceeded SAR values.

'
.
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(Closed) 79-BU-19 Packaging of low level radioactive waste. Reference
paragraph 4.

(Closed) 79 IFI-04 Packaging of low level radioactive waste. Reference
paragraph 4.

7. Enforcement Conference

An Enforcement Conference was held at the University of Virginia Reactor
-Facility on October 22, 1984. The following persons were in attendance:

a. University of Virginia

R. U. Mulder, Reactor Facility Director
J. P. Farrar, Reactor Facility Supervisor
D. Morris, Associate Dean, School of Engineering

and Applied Sciences
B. Copcutt, University of Virginia Radiation Safety Officer
A. B. Reynolds, Acting Chairman, Department of Nuclear Engineering.

and Engineering Physics
J. E. Henderson, Reactor Facility Health Physicist
R. O. Allen, Chairman, Radiation Safety Committee
R. S. Martin, Associate Legal Advisor
J. S. Brenizer, Jr. , Reactor Safety Committee Representative
P. E. Benncche, Research Engineer, SRO

b. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

J. P. Stohr, Division Director, RII
P. R. Bemis, Section Chief, Region II
J. M. Puckett, Enforcement Director, Region II
R. E. Weddington, Radiation Specialist, Region II

A licensee representative took the NRC representatives on a tour of the
reactor room and the area outside confinement where the excessive radiation
level had existed to demonstrate how the event occurred and their corrective
actions. Licensee representatives then made a presentation for ev.h of the
violations and the deviation, outlining mitigating or extenuating
circumstances, corrective - actions and their position regarding the
significance of each finding.

The Director, Division of Radiation Safety and S.afeguards responded to the
' presentation. The licensee's corrective-action appeared to be timely and

thorough and exhibited a positive management commitment toward en:uring
future compliance.


